Axiomatizing physical experiments as oracles to algorithms.
We developed earlier a theory of combining algorithms with physical systems, on the basis of using physical experiments as oracles to algorithms. Although our concepts and methods are general, each physical oracle requires its own analysis, on the basis of some fragment of physical theory that specifies the equipment and its behaviour. For specific examples of physical systems (mechanical, optical, electrical), the computational power has been characterized using non-uniform complexity classes. The powers of the known examples vary according to assumptions on precision and timing but seem to lead to the same complexity classes, namely P/log* and BPP//log*. In this study, we develop sets of axioms for the interface between physical equipment and algorithms that allow us to prove general characterizations, in terms of P/log* and BPP//log*, for large classes of physical oracles, in a uniform way. Sufficient conditions on physical equipment are given that ensure a physical system satisfies the axioms.